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The basic idea of samplingThe basic idea of sampling

The reason behind complicating a The reason behind complicating a 
good ideagood idea

The implication when modelling dataThe implication when modelling data



How How 
Sampling Sampling 
Works.Works.
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Now let’s assume that we 
had some idea about the 
picture we wanted to see.  

And we decide to stratify the 
sample.  In this case we 

decide to sample different 
areas of the picture at 

different rates, the 
backgroud, the dress, the 

face, the hands, etc...

Imagine a well known 
picture

Since a picture is made up of 
points of colour (pixels), we 

will sample the points of 
colour at different rates.



How Sampling Works.How Sampling Works.
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How How doesdoes thisthis affect affect 
modelingmodeling

TheThe samplesample isis nono longer longer simplysimply
randomrandom

WeWe purposefullypurposefully biaisedbiaised thethe samplesample to to 
gain gain efficienciesefficiencies to to meetmeet otherother goalsgoals

This This biasbias isis correctedcorrected whenwhen wewe applyapply
thethe design design weightsweights..



The way we 
sample is 

reflected and 
corrected by how 

we weight the 
data in the end.

How to How to 
interpret interpret 
samplingsampling

If you looked only at If you looked only at 
the parts we sampledthe parts we sampled
–– You wouldnYou wouldn’’t get an t get an 

accurate picture.accurate picture.
–– All the parts would be All the parts would be 

there but not in the there but not in the 
right proportions.right proportions.

Methodologists use Methodologists use 
the weights so that the weights so that 
the picture becomes the picture becomes 
clear again.clear again.



What would you use to base the fundamental multivariate 
relationships in your model ?



TheThe samplesample design for design for thethe
NLSCYNLSCY
Based on factors of interest for Based on factors of interest for 
national policynational policy
–– Provincial differencesProvincial differences
–– Urban Urban –– Rural differences Rural differences 
Adjusted for analytical domainsAdjusted for analytical domains
–– Age and genderAge and gender
–– IncomeIncome
Adjusted for known bias Adjusted for known bias 



LinkLink betweenbetween analysisanalysis andand thethe
samplesample designdesign
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IntelligenceIntelligenceIntelligence
Social environmentSocial environmentSocial environment
SchoolSchoolSchool

TeachersTeachersTeachers
MaterialsMaterialsMaterials
CurriculumCurriculumCurriculum

Grade 
level

Grade Grade 
levellevel

SubjectSubjectSubject

ProvinceProvinceProvince

Province is 
a stratum

Province is Province is 
a stratuma stratum

The proportion of kids in the 
sample being taught the PEI 

curriculum is much larger 
than what’s found in the 

population

The proportion of kids in the 
sample being taught the PEI 

curriculum is much larger 
than what’s found in the 

population


